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Optimize. Execute. Align. 
Synchronize labor and automation in real-time with Dematic iQ Warehouse Execution System 
(WES), a modular logistics software platform, responsible for the control and alignment of  
workflows within your facility.
 
Discover how Dematic iQ WES enables users to simultaneously manage processes, orders,  
inventory, labor and material handling to:

• Prioritize workload for OnDemand order fulfillment
• Increase order and inventory accuracy
• Facilitate labor productivity and processing speed
• Reduce order cycle time

 

Optimize your supply chain from receiving to shipping.  
Visit dematic.com or call 1-877-725-7500 for more information.
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TAKING STOCK

Just as I was about to write this column a survey landed in 
my inbox that perfectly complements our lead feature. 

The feature, about Conestoga Cold Storage (page 16), came 
about as the result of a tour organized by our friends at IWLA 
Canada. Conestoga is a remarkable business, largely because 
of its fearless commitment to continual improvement. This 
manifests as a never-ending succession of upgrades to its 
physical plant, along with the adoption of new state-of the 
art technology. Conestoga nurtures in-house innovation, 
developing new automation and designing systems to suit its own needs. 

It’s a very successful example of how home-grown expertise, combined with the 
right risk-taking attitude, can propel an enterprise to the top of the heap.

The just-released Deloitte study that complements this story so well bears the 
title: The Future Belongs to the Bold. It’s an examination of how exactly the sort of 
risk-taking attitude that works for Conestoga Cold Storage is needed to power the 
Canadian economy to higher levels of prosperity. 

The study found that nearly three quarters (sixty-nine percent) of courageous 
businesses saw revenues rise last year, compared to less than half (forty-six percent) 
of fearful businesses. Fearful firms were also twice as likely to see their revenues 
fall compared to their courageous counterparts.

According to the study, although courageous companies do better than the timid, 
only 10 percent of Canadian firms can be considered courageous. 

Deloitte defines courage as doing the right thing—the hard thing—for the greater 
good, in the face of uncertainty. Courage is taking a stand when doing so is difficult, 
not when it’s easy.

Some of the key elements of courage in business include using thorough, rational 
analysis grounded in data to develop new ideas, investments and innovations. 
Businesses that do this understand their risks clearly—and look for opportunities 
where the risks appear greater and the rewards smaller. 

That’s why the study found 67 percent of courageous businesses intend to increase 
their R&D investment over the next five years, compared to only 22 percent of 
fearful organizations. 

MM&D has been fortunate to be able to bring you some great Canadian success 
stories—stories of Canadian businesses that are succeeding because they take risks, 
not in spite of taking them. We hope their example will prove useful for other 
businesses. 

Please don’t hesitate to share your success stories with us!

Summon some courage 
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The beer mile
Bruges, Belgium 
is home to a lager 
lifeline–a brewery’s 
pipeline for suds
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Bankruptcy fears mess 

up supply chains, p 10
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SSI Schaefer hosts automation roundtable
By MM&D Staff

On September 8th, 2016, SSI SCHAEFER hosted 
logistics and supply chain leaders from Quebec 

at a roundtable event in Montreal. The event focused 
on how the implementation of automated solutions 
can be used to help manage emerging challenges of 
supply chain logistics in Canada. 

The event was intended to create a forum where 
industry leaders impacted by or directly involved 
in automation intralogistics could engage in a lively 
and comprehensive discussion, said Christoph 
Buchmann, executive sales manager for Schaefer 
Systems International, Inc.

Hosted at the Hotel Nelligan in Old Montreal, 
the event included a presentation by Pierre Berard, 
a consultant currently employed with Sonepar in 
Montreal, who has extensive Canadian supply chain 
experience with General Motors, Bombardier, Bell, 
and other companies.

Berard provided an objective reflection on the 
current status quo of Canadian supply chain logistics. 
He also shared his own opinions as to where we are 
heading in the future.

He believes the Canadian market is facing several 
challenges today, including loss of competitiveness, 
especially in the manufacturing industry; lack of 
strong investment in new technologies; and our 
strong dependence on natural resources. As a result 
we have a more concentrated and less diversified 
market. 

Berard also noted the demographic shift that is 
taking its toll on the Canadian market. The largest 
group of workers now has a different value set, dif-
ferent perceptions of work/life balance and job 
attractiveness, which leads to changes in employee 
retention and attraction.

Although these circumstances may be considered 
a threat to the economy, Bedard also pointed out 
they can also be seen as an opportunity, especially 
with regards to automation. 

However, Canada needs to shift its mindset from 
mid-term to long-term to ensure future competitive-
ness and stability. Canadian retailers and manufactur-

ers have to be aware and acknowledge that the 
market is changing. In order to keep up it is impor-
tant to believe in the future and have the will to 
let go of what has worked well in the past and be 
open for new approaches and strategies.

Automation provides a lot of potential for 
creating leverage by changing variable into fixed 
costs, Berard concluded.

Common themes
The group of business leaders and industry spe-
cialists included in the group discussion around 
the common challenges encountered in Canadian 
distribution centres hailed from companies such 
as Metro, Deloitte, Sonepar, Multi-Industriel, SSI 
SCHAEFER, KOM, KPMG, Rayonex and more. 

Topics ran the gamut from the significance 
of labour, operational flexibility, the impact of 
logistics cost on corporate profitability and also 
opportunities for automation logistics in the 
Canadian market.

During discussions many participants shared 
their opinions and expressed their viewpoints. 

The main commonalities were:
w The struggle to find labour on demand, especially during peak seasons and  
 the resulting impact this has on supply chain operations and corporate  
 profitability;
w How lack of operational flexibility creates vulnerability and stands in the way  
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Trade deal is Canada’s 

best bet, p 6

“Canada 
needs to shift 
its mindset 
from mid-term 
to long-term to 
ensure future 
competitiveness 
and stability. 
Canadian 
retailers and 
manufacturers 
have to be 
aware and 
acknowledge 
that the market 
is changing.”
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 of future growth and adaptation to ever-chang- 
 ing market requirements;
w To which extent should a company automate  
 their operations? What are the true drivers behind  
 selecting the most suitable technology?
w Integrating automation to supply chain logistics  
 operations was collectively acknowledged as a  
 prosperous future strategy, but was also criticized  
 for not offering enough modular, small scale solu- 
 tions, and being too rigid;
w Leading Canadian retailers see the need for modu- 
 lar solutions that can be integrated into the exist- 
 ing landscape without significant disruption to  
 the operational infrastructure.

Uniquely Canadian challenges
Despite offering large potential for automation, the 
group agreed the Canadian market also has unique 
challenges. One of the biggest, apart from labour 
availability, is the correlation of warehouse logistics 
cost and transportation logistics costs. For many 
Canadian companies, a decentralized distribution 
strategy may seem more appealing than a central-
ized one.

Even though the influence of labour often receives 
more attention, quality assurance and order fulfillment 
accuracy are also on the list of today’s inefficiencies. 
The general consensus is that in these areas automa-
tion solutions can deliver great improvement.

In conclusion, it is clear that automation has 
already caught the attention of the Canadian supply 
chain logistics market. Many Canadian retailers are 
now working on strategies to implement and inte-
grate automated system solutions into their existing 
infrastructure. 

Implementation approaches range from intro-
ducing small scale solutions, to large-scale auto-
mation. Ultimately, the focus is to significantly 
improve warehouse efficiency while minimizing 
the return on investment period.  MM&D

Canada Post has partnered with Shopify, a cloud-based, multichannel com-
merce platform designed for small and medium-sized businesses. Shopify 
merchants are able to purchase shipping labels at up to 40 percent off the 
usual Canada Post rates through Shopify. Being able to buy discounted post-
age in the same place they manage their shipping and fulfillment simplifies 
ecommerce for business owners. “By partnering with Canada Post, we’re 
extending our commitment to streamlining shipping and product delivery for 
over 21,000 merchants across Canada, so they can focus on other aspects of 
their business,” says Louis Kearns, director of product and merchant solutions 
at Shopify. “Merchants can now quickly buy and print discounted Canada 
Post shipping labels without ever leaving Shopify.” 

Christie’s Fine Art Storage Services (CFASS) has selected The LogFire Cloud 
for tracking, tracing and managing inventory of high-value items in their 
Singapore Freeport facility. Challenged by a short timeline and the need to 
set up implementation quickly, LogFire was able to implement, launch, and 
enhance their new inventory and fulfillment operations in just six weeks. “CFASS 
needed best-of-breed warehouse functionality that could be up and running 
to meet our deadlines,” said David Findlay, international director, IT Business 
Solutions, Christie’s. “Taking full advantage of the cloud, the LogFire Warehouse 
Management Cloud was the only solution that could meet our rigid timeframe 
at a reasonable cost.” 

Livingston International Inc has acquired Affiliated Customs Brokers including 
its operations in Canada and the US, in an effort to expand its brokerage and 
freight forwarding offering in Quebec. Affiliated brings particularly strong expertise 
in the energy, printing, pharmaceuticals, automotive, capital equipment and 
food industries. Affiliated was a family-owned company with approximately 450 
employees located in 25 offices across Canada and 12 offices in the US.   

Straightline Aviation signed a memorandum of understanding with RAD-
AID to launch a humanitarian and philanthropic medical assistance program 
using Lockheed Martin’s Hybrid Airship, uniting aircraft innovation with health 
technology for a new approach to global health outreach. The RAD-AID 
Straightline Medical Airship Program will deliver advanced radiology health 
services, diagnostic medical imaging equipment, and medical assistance to 
populations that are medically underserved, remote, or limited by poor access 
to conventional transportation infrastructure.

DONE DEALS

Rentals, Full Maintenance, Leasing, New and Used, Diesel and 
Natural Gas Powered Options.

glasvangreatdane.com          info@glasvangreatdane.com          1∙888∙GLASVAN (452∙7826)          Five southern Ontario locations.

See the video at 
glasvangreatdane.com

Glasvan rents, leases and sells the largest variety of shunt tractors that are both 
new and used in DOT and OFF ROAD configurations. We offer full maintenance 
programs with mobile service support that comes straight to your yard. Our 
experienced technicians work to ensure you maintain the flow of trailers in your 
operation. Just leave the upkeep to us, and we’ll make it easier for you.

WE DELIVER IT.
WE CARE FOR IT.
YOU DRIVE IT.
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By MM&D Staff

As regional trade negotiations become more com-
plicated and contentious in the midst of Brexit, 

anti-NAFTA rhetoric in the United States and mount-
ing opposition to CETA and the TPP, strengthening 
the World Trade Organization (WTO) should be a 
central objective of Canadian trade policy, says a new 
study from the Institute for Research on Public Policy.

“With trade talks at the WTO largely stalled, 
negotiators had shifted their efforts to preferential 
trade agreements, like the TPP, hoping to more 
efficiently establish new trade rules with smaller 
groups of like-minded countries. Unfortunately, 
these agreements will not be useful stepping stones 
to a more coherent global trading system,” says 
Robert Wolfe, a professor in the School of Policy 
Studies at Queen’s University. 

In his study, Wolfe analyzes trade negotiations 
in what he calls a “G-Zero world,” one where power 

is more diffuse and no set of 
countries—including the G-7 
or G-20—is able or willing to 
lead the way on international 
trade issues.

According to Wolfe, although 
deals like CETA and the TPP 
have concluded, they face seri-
ous challenges. They lack pub-
lic support, in part because 
their negotiations weren’t suf-
ficiently transparent; they lack 
the institutional support they 
need to function effectively; 
and they create confusing 
overlaps and inconsistencies 
between agreements that will 
be unmanageable for firms 

that operate in multiple countries. Moreover, they omit important trading 
partners like China, which limits their potential impact.

WTO is Canada’s best hedge for trade future

“The WTO is ultimately 
Canada’s best hedge 
against the inherent 
uncertainty about future 
trade and investment 
patterns.”
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CEVA Logistics has furthered its part-
nership with the SOS Mata Atlântica 
Foundation, a Brazilian NGO. CEVA 
in Brazil has developed a plan to 
control its use of natural resources 
in the country. By calculating its carbon dioxide 
emissions, CEVA can translate this value into the 
planting of thousands of Brazilian native seedlings 
in the Atlantic Forest biome stretching along 
Brazil’s Atlantic coastline. The Atlantic Forest 
biome is a permanent preservation area which is 
controlled and monitored by SOS Mata Atlântica. 
“The partnership with CEVA Logistics and the 
Future Forests program contributes to conserva-
tion of biodiversity and to mitigate the climate 
change in one of the most threatened biomes in 
the world, restoring forests and reconnecting 
people to a healthy environment,” said Rafael 
Bitante Fernandes, forest restoration manager at 
SOS Mata Atlântica Foundation.

DONE DEALS
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“The WTO is ultimately Canada’s best hedge against the inherent uncertainty 
about future trade and investment patterns—of not knowing today which foreign 
markets Canadian firms may wish to pursue in ten years’ time,” Wolfe says. 

He adds that losing what’s left of the WTO’s stalled Doha Round wouldn’t 
be the end of the world for the WTO. But losing the WTO would be disastrous 
for deals like CETA and the TPP, since they are effectively WTO side deals 
that depend on rules that must be determined multilaterally.

Strengthening the WTO will require moving past the long-standing obstacles 
to agreement on old issues and bringing new policy issues into the mix. 
Indeed, a key missing element needed to create a more coherent global trad-
ing system is China-US accommodation, says Wolfe. 

In the near term, Canada can contribute by consciously choosing to negoti-
ate with, rather than around China, the world’s largest trader. Wolfe suggests 
that Canada seize the opportunity to launch bilateral talks with China in 
order to help both sides learn about further integrating China into the world 
trading system.

Wolfe’s study will be part of an upcoming volume by the institute for 
Research on public policy (IRPP) on trade, Redesigning Canadian Trade 
Policies for New Global Realities, edited by Stephen Tapp, Ari Van Assche 
and Robert Wolfe.  MM&D

FIND OUT MORE TODAY!

  A reduction  of up to 70% in maintenance costs 
  At least 30% more energy savings
  Savings of up to 70% in water consumption
  Up to 75% less overcharge 
  Capacity for opportunity charging without equalizing charges 
  Signifi cantly longer battery life 
  Battery temperature level reduced by approximately 10 °C
  Charging times reduced by up to 2.5 hours

  No battery rest time required. Simply charge and go!

  A reduction  of up to 70% in maintenance costs 

  Battery temperature level reduced by approximately 10 °C

  At least 30% more energy savings

  Charging times reduced by up to 2.5 hours

  Savings of up to 70% in water consumption

No battery rest time required. Simply charge and go!

  Up to 75% less overcharge 

  Signifi cantly longer battery life 

1 800 653-5438  HEWITT.CA/HOPPECKE
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Boost your profi tability with German Engineered 
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Survey of the  
Logistics Professional

Salary – Education – Experience – Scope of Operations
 
How do you stack up?  Participate in our Survey 
of the Logistics Professional, and find out.   
All participants are entered into our prize draw for a 
chance to win a $500 Best Buy gift card.

Visit MMDonline.com to enter!
Survey closes November 28.

  

Sponsored by:Produced by:

Visit MMDOnline.com to participate in our:NOW
OPEN!

A large majority of Canadians think it is impor-
tant for businesses to take action to reduce 

their transportation-related emissions, according 
to a new survey. 

The survey reports that 56 percent said it was 
“very important” and 34 percent said “somewhat 
important” that businesses using vehicles, such as 
company cars, delivery trucks or long-distance 
tractor trailers, make efforts to reduce emissions 
from those sources. 

The survey also found that 82 percent of 
Canadians felt that the use of environmentally 
friendly transportation, such as electric or hybrid 
vehicles or using green fuels like biodiesel, would 
be important in their decision to recommend a 
business. 

“It’s encouraging that so many Canadians under-
stand that businesses need to take action on the 
environment. But until recently, businesses had 
few options with respect to reducing their trans-
portation emissions,” said Ron Seftel, CEO of 

Canadians want business to reduce emissions

Bullfrog Power, which commissioned the survey. 
Last year, Bullfrog Power launched green fuel as a pilot project supported 

by TD Bank Group. The power company works with a wide range of biodiesel 
producers and distributors, opening up its green fuel to more businesses 
looking to reduce the environmental impact of their transportation. 

Today, businesses across Canada are reducing their environmental impact 
with green fuel, including eight in Ontario, four in BC, one in Manitoba, and 
one in Atlantic Canada.  MM&D Ph
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It’s encouraging that so many Canadians 
understand that businesses need to take 
action on the environment.”
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 MOVERS + SHAKERS

Seegrid added Pete Chryplewicz to its strategic account sales 

team. He will be heading up the important Detroit, Michigan 

robotics leadership initiative. Chryplewicz, a native to Detroit, 

Michigan, brings over 15 years of demonstrated success in 

automotive and manufacturing sales to his new position. 

Chryplewicz’s past employment experience includes Irvin 

Automotive, Plastech Engineering, Inc, Air Center, Inc. and CCK 

Construction Services (part of Colasanti Companies). 

Intelligrated appointed Tom Tobin as senior sales 

manager for its Midwest regional operations. Based 

in the company’s Woodridge, Illinois office, Tobin 

helps lead business development efforts and 

manage the Midwest regional sales team. Tobin 

leverages more than 30 years of professional 

experience in his new role, with an equipment-

focused background in robotics and industrial automation. Before 

joining Intelligrated, he held executive-level positions for various 

companies providing robotics and material handling systems. 

Tobin is involved in the Robotic Industries Association, with past 

experience serving on the board of directors.

The American Association of Port Authorities (AAPA) elected 

Port of Pascagoula Port Director Mark McAndrews to serve as 

the association’s chairman of the board for the 2016-17 year that 

begins in late October. He will assume the chairmanship from 

Port Saint John (NB) President and CEO Jim Quinn, who began 

his one-year AAPA term last November. McAndrews has served 

as Port of Pascagoula’s director since March 2001 and his maritime 

career extends more than 35 years. In addition to his role as port 

director, he is chairman of the Gulf Ports Association of the 

Americas, chairman of AAPA’s Gulf Caucus, and serves on AAPA’s 

US Legislative Policy Council and Executive Committee.

Doug Brittin, Secretary General of TIACA since 2013, is retiring 

at the end of this year. A selection committee, under the direction 

of Sebastiaan Scholte of Jan de Rijk Logistics has been established 

and has commenced the process to review and recruit candidates. 

Brittin will stay with TIACA in an advisory capacity once the new 

Secretary General has been appointed to ensure a smooth 

transition and to continue to support the TIACA Board. TIACA 

Chairman Sanjiv Edward expressed his appreciation for the fine 

work Doug has accomplished, and voiced his pleasure that he 

would be staying on in an advisory role to support the new 

Secretary General.

Effective September 10, Paul Pathy assumed 

responsibility as the sole CEO of Fednav Limited 

and of Fednav International Ltd (FIL). Since 2010, 

Paul and Mark Pathy have successfully led Fednav 

Limited as co-CEOs, and Mark as president and 

CEO of Fednav International Ltd (FIL) since 2008. 

However, as shareholders, Paul and Mark have 

concluded that it would be best for Fednav to operate under one 

leader. Paul Pathy joined Fednav in 2003 as vice-president and 

general manager of Federal Marine Terminals, moving to senior 

vice-president of the Business Development Group in 2007. Since 

2010 he has been responsible for various company departments.

Canadian Pacific’s executive vice-president and CFO Mark Erceg 

has stepped down from the position of CFO. Erceg will be returning 

to the US to assume the role of CFO at a US-based NYSE-listed 

company where his responsibilities will include not only finance 

but information systems. Nadeem Velani has been appointed 

interim vice-president and CFO. Velani joined CP in March 2013 

and most recently served as vice-president investor relations. Prior 

to CP, Velani spent 15 years at Canadian National Railway Co. 

where he worked in a variety of positions in financial planning, 

sales and marketing and investor relations.

Ontario has appointed David Corbett as the new chair of the 

province’s Workplace Safety and Insurance Appeals Tribunal 

(WSIAT). Corbett has extensive experience practicing in the area 

of labour, employment and workers’ compensation law. For the 

past 35 years, he has served in the law firm of Fasken Martineau 

in Toronto, most recently as senior partner. Corbett will work to 

ensure that the tribunal delivers on its commitment to timely and 

superior quality service. The WSIAT is a provincial agency that 

hears appeals from final decisions of the Workplace Safety and 

Insurance Board (WSIB) on entitlements to benefits, health care 

and vocational rehabilitation. The WSIAT is an arm’s-length agency 

of the Ministry of Labour, and is independent of the WSIB.

FORTE, a warehouse automation and warehouse execution software 

(WES) firm, hired David Schwebel to lead its business development 

team. Before joining FORTE, Schwebel worked as managing 

executive with Material Handling Industry (MHI), the trade 

association for the material handling and supply chain industry. 

He previously held a number of leadership, strategy, engineering, 

and business design roles at Coca-Cola Bottling Co Consolidated. 

He is an Industrial Engineering graduate from North Carolina State 

University, with a Masters in Integrated Manufacturing Systems 

Engineering, and an ASQ Certified Six Sigma Lean Black Belt.
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Bankruptcy woes: Hanjin makes waves 
ANALYSIS |

Markets worldwide are feeling the effects of the South Korean carrier’s potential 
bankruptcy, with billions of dollars of cargo stuck at sea

By Ashley Cruz

The world’s seventh-largest deep sea cargo trans-
portation carrier, Hanjin Shipping, filed for 

bankruptcy protection on August 31 and chaos has 
promptly ensued. 

While the situation is still developing, the ripple 
effects and atmosphere of uncertainty have already 
affected a number of businesses and markets across 
the globe. The company must wait for South Korean 
courts to decide whether it can restructure its debt 
or whether it must file for bankruptcy—which would 
make Hanjin the largest ocean cargo carrier in his-
tory to go under. 

To prevent its assets from being seized by creditors, 

the South Korean shipping company has filed for bankruptcy protection in 
over a dozen countries. 

While a few countries, including the United States and South Korea, have 
temporarily granted this protection, Hanjin ships are still being turned away 
from ports worldwide. Without the financial backing to pay for port docking 
fees, cargo unloading services and fuel, more than 80 Hanjin ships, their respec-
tive crews and roughly $14 billion worth of cargo have been stranded at sea.

The inability to retrieve cargo from these stranded ships has sent retail-
ers—and Hanjin’s partners—into a tailspin. While some shippers have been 
less affected by the development thanks to their diversified contracts with 
ocean cargo carriers, other businesses are watching the situation carefully. 

Samsung alone estimates that it has US$38 million worth of goods currently 
(as of the second week of September) stranded on Hanjin’s ships, and the 
company is considering paying about $8.8 million to charter planes and 
retrieve its cargo. 

WHY CHOOSE ON-SITE TRAINING?
On-site training offers a variety of benefits to both employers and staff. In addition to                      
cost savings and convenience, on-site training can be customized to meet different business 
needs. On-site training ensures consistent learning across the board from a single team to           
an entire organization. 

WHY CHOOSE SCMAO TO PROVIDE YOUR TRAINING?
Expert Instructors – Our expert instructors are leading supply chain academics and experienced 
practitioners who have real-world SCM experience. 

Our Programs – Our programs are designed to enhance skills development, professional 
competence and strategic perspective of SCM professionals at all levels of career progression 
from entry, to mid, and executive levels of functional responsibility. 

Our Reputation – As the leading supply chain association in Ontario, SCMAO has established 
a reputation for excellence in education and professional training. Over 70% of our corporate 
training is provided to repeat clients. 

CORPORATE ON-SITE TRAINING

For more information on corporate training with SCMAO, please contact Carol Ship Spencer, 
Director, Education and Professional Programs at 416-977-7566 x2146 or  
csspencer@scmao.ca.
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Meanwhile, South Korea’s other main ocean carrier, Hyundai Merchant 
Marine (HMM), is discussing ways to help rescue some of the cargo, and 
Hanjin’s parent company has also promised to spend about $90 million to 
ensure that the stranded cargo gets unloaded. 

This amount is likely to still fall short of the funds needed to dock and unload 
all 80 ships. As a result, most of the cargo remains stranded, leaving Hanjin’s 
buyers and backers holding their breath and waiting for the next move.

The full effects of Hanjin’s financial woes are only beginning to be felt. 
While uncertainty in the ocean cargo transportation market has already 
taken a toll on shipping prices and alliances, many markets further down 
the transportation supply chain will also be affected. 

Additionally, retail shippers are unsure if they will face long-term effects of a 
bankruptcy, especially given that June through October is considered the high 
season for ocean container shipping in preparation for holiday sales. Buyers 
should therefore be aware of the markets that will be most affected by the 
financial hardship of this carrier, and are encouraged to mitigate the risk of 
future service disruptions by diversifying their carrier base where possible.

Transportation markets feel the effects
Deep sea cargo transportation services is the primary market that will suffer 
from Hanjin’s potential demise. In the US, Hanjin accounts for about 7.8 
percent of all trans-Pacific trade, and, the loss of the carrier would constitute 
a considerable decrease in supply for ocean shipping services and cause market 
prices to rise. 

In the days immediately following the company’s court filing, spot prices 
for trans-Pacific shipping rose as much as 50 percent, forcing many buyers 
to absorb the additional costs of the temporary price spikes. 

Still, many shippers fear that these higher prices will not be temporary as 
other suppliers work to fill Hanjin’s shipping capacity. IBISWorld estimates 
that despite price declines in recent years due to low oil costs, deep sea cargo 
transportation prices will rise at an average rate of 3.1 percent per year from 
2016 to 2019, driving buyers’ shipping costs up substantially. 

Furthermore, if South Korean courts reject Hanjin’s request to restructure, 
deep sea cargo transportation costs will likely rise even faster.

Another negative effect of the company’s uncertain future is the turmoil that 
has been created within shipping alliances. Hanjin is part of the CKYHE alli-
ance, which allows for vessel sharing between Cosco Container Lines, “K” Line, 
Yang Ming Line, Hanjin Shipping and Evergreen shipping. 

Container shipping alliances are common in the deep sea cargo transporta-

tion market due to the immense capacity of cargo 
ships, combined with lackluster demand for ocean 
shipping over many routes. As such, vessel sharing 
agreements allow carriers like Hanjin to limit 
unused capacity on regularly traveled routes in 
order to achieve greater cost savings. 

This means a buyer who books deep sea cargo 
transportation services through Hanjin will poten-
tially have their cargo carried by another company’s 
vessel, and vice versa. As such, some of the cargo 
stranded on Hanjin ships may be under the protec-
tion of another shipping company altogether. 

Although the other four carriers in the CKYHE 
alliance have halted their sharing with Hanjin until 
the courts make a decision about the company’s 
future, the alliance is set to extend through March 
2017, potentially disrupting the operations and pric-
ing of the other member carriers until then. Buyers 
are therefore encouraged to diversify their carrier 
base rather than contracting with a single carrier 
(or a few carriers that are interlinked), in order to 
mitigate the risk of future supply disruptions.

Supply chain, interrupted
Many of the effects of the Hanjin crisis occur fur-
ther down the transportation supply chain. For 
example, drayage services, which move cargo across 
short distances, such as from a port to a nearby 
truck or rail terminal, have lost business as a result 
of Hanjin’s current situation. Drayage and unload-
ing suppliers are the primary reason that Hanjin 
ships have been turned away; service providers are 
worried that the carrier does not have enough 
money to pay them and have been refusing to accept 
the ships’ cargo. 

Additionally, many large shipping companies 
enter into contractual agreements with drayage 
service providers, so if South Korean courts order 
Hanjin to file for bankruptcy, these contracts will 
essentially be nullified and Hanjin may not be 
required to pay contract termination fees. However, 
because the drayage service market is highly frag-
mented and does not exclusively serve ports, 
IBISWorld does not anticipate prices in this market 
to change significantly.

Another link in the transportation supply chain, 
freight forwarding services, may also be adversely 
affected by Hanjin’s financial situation. Freight 
forwarders arrange the transportation of cargo, 
usually across multiple transport modes, and 
handle the complex logistics of moving cargo on 
behalf of shippers. 

Freight forwarding service providers were affected 
continued on page 12
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immediately by Hanjin’s receivership filing, which 
left as many as 500,000 containers of cargo stranded 
offshore. In the aftermath, freight forwarders scram-
bled to reorganize and redirect the rail, airfreight 
and trucking services that were supposed to follow 
the docking and unloading of Hanjin ships. 

Many Hanjin ships are now seeking to dock at 

different ports than were originally intended because some countries have 
not yet granted seizure protection to the company’s assets. Freight forwarders 
are subsequently trying to track their clients’ cargo and make arrangements 
wherever and whenever the containers are unloaded.

In addition, freight forwarders have been rushing to arrange alternative 
transport routes for cargo that was due to be carried on Hanjin ships. Most 
freight forwarders are seeking other deep-sea cargo carriers, in spite of the 

substantial spot price spikes that have 
occurred during the past few weeks and could 
potentially last for months. 

However, some freight forwarders are also 
looking to international air cargo transporta-
tion services as a substitute for ocean shipping 
in order to avoid further delays. Some buyers 
may benefit from low aviation fuel prices, 
which have kept air cargo transportation prices 
growing at a minimal average rate of 0.2 per-
cent annually during the past three years. 

Although airfreight prices are measured by 
cargo weight rather than size, making heavy 
goods extremely expensive to ship, some 
manufacturers, distributors and retailers may 
benefit from this alternative until the deep-
sea cargo transportation market stabilizes.

Ultimately, both carriers and shippers must 
wait for the next developments in Hanjin’s 
financial situation before determining how 
to permanently adjust. Hanjin Group will 
present a debt restructuring plan to South 
Korean courts, although it will likely be sev-
eral months until the decision is made on 
whether to allow Hanjin Shipping to restruc-
ture and continue operating or condemn the 
company to bankruptcy. 

Lingering uncertainty regarding Hanjin’s 
potential bankruptcy will disproportionally 
affect retailers, especially those in the toys and 
electronics markets, which ramp up sales heav-
ily for the holiday season, and import much 
of their stock from across the Pacific Ocean. 
Nonetheless, shippers of all types should be 
aware of the supply chain disruptions caused 
by Hanjin’s financial hardships, as well as the 
ripple effect that could take place in the event 
of the company’s bankruptcy. 

Ultimately, buyers cannot completely avoid 
the market’s risks, but can shield themselves 
to a certain extent by diversifying their carrier 
base, or seeking alternative methods of ship-
ping goods.  MM&D

n Ashley Cruz is a procurement research analyst 
with IBISWorld.
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How much are strains & injury costing 
your operation?

Take the puzzle work out of health & safety on your dock.

Material handling represents 32% of all workplace injury claims. If 
your organiza�on is concerned about these costs, discover the 
benets of the Destuff-ITTM and Restuff-ITTM machines. These 
ergonomic assists help those handling non-palle�zed product in 
trailers and containers. Because of op�mal posi�oning to the box 
wall, workers have a greater handling capacity with less fa�gue & 
muscle strain.

Learn how to make material handling in the can safer & faster for 
your employees!

Destuff IT ™

Restuff IT™
destuffit.com
855.575.3749

BANKRUPTCY WOES: HANJIN MAKES WAVES ACROSS THE WORLD, continued
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Take advantage of the US rebound

By MM&D Staff

With signs of a recovering US economy, cou-
pled with the lower-valued Canadian dollar, 

the US represents a much more promising market 
for Canadian exporters than it has in recent years. 
An in-depth analysis recently conducted by the 
Conference Board of Canada shows that a number 
of Canada’s key industries will face strong US 
demand over the next few years.

The following is an excerpt from that report: 
Taking advantage of the US rebound, published in 
July 2016.

 Statistics Canada research tells us that com- 
 panies that trade internationally grow faster 
over the long term. With over 50 free trade agree-
ments in place, the country’s businesses should be 
well positionedto take on the world. 

Yet only 10 percent of Canadian companies—98 
percent of which are small and medium enter-
prises—currently generate sales abroad, and just 
550 firms account for 70 percent of Canadian goods 
exported.

By contrast, the remaining 30 percent is generated 
by nearly 40,000 firms. Many of the firms that do trade beyond our borders do 
so with our largest trading partner, the US. 

Canadian trade grew stagnant in the 2000s as the US, faced modest economic 
growth and Canada experienced more international competition and a stronger 
dollar. The US economy is showing signs of recovery which, coupled with our 
lower-valued Canadian dollar, represents a more promising market for Canadian 
exporters than it has in recent years. Canadian trade will feel the effects of a 
US economic rebound, as US demand for Canadian products and services will 
increase.

Several Canadian industries have what it takes to thrive: growing US demand, 
strong capacity to deliver on that demand, and a competitive position in US 
markets. 

Five Canadian sectors are the most poised for success in this environment of 
rising demand, fuelled by growth in the US housing and industrial sectors. 
They include:
w	transportation and government services;
w other commercial services (e.g., wholesale trade and administration);
w computer and information services;
w	food manufacturing;
w	finance and insurance services.

Those that are service providers are well prepared to take advantage of new 
opportunities, while some manufacturing industries may have to invest in 
boosting their capacity to meet stepped-up demand.

Canadian exporters are facing a huge shift in the global business operating 

environment. The tides have moved away from the 
commodity supercycle, high-valued Canadian cur-
rency, and a sluggish US market.

We expect the next era to be characterized by 
recovering demand from the United States. The US 
economy finally has pulled out of the doldrums, led 
principally by a recovery in consumer demand, 
thanks to falling unemployment and rising real 
wages and consumer confidence. Although projected 
U.S. growth of around 2.5 percent in 2016 and 3 
percent in 2017 is still below its past trend, more 
robust and well-anchored U.S. growth is critically 
important to global demand for Canadian exports, 
which are deeply integrated into global value chains 
through trade and investment with the United States.

Are Canadian industries prepared for the shifting 
trade patterns and ready to take advantage of 
strengthening U.S. demand? They need sufficient 
capacity and must be competitive, particularly when 
faced with increasing competition from countries 
like China and Mexico.

There is an ongoing need for businesses to think 
strategically about where they can be most competi-

“

Canadian firms encouraged to develop strategy to reach south of the border

continued on page 14
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E-commerce cargo gets 
a boost through Schipol

Dutch Customs has teamed up with the Schiphol cargo community to 
launch a new simplified e-commerce declaration called VENUE.

VENUE has been designed to help shippers import and export items such as 
fashion, personal care, and homeware that are being purchased via e-commerce 
platforms throughout the Union Customs Code transition period, which ends 
in January 2021. 

“Together with Dutch Customs we are engaged in cooperating with stakehold-
ers at the airport to find new ways of working which can further improve effi-
ciencies,” said Saskia van Pelt, business development director, Schiphol Cargo.

“The air cargo market is changing and we are seeing a huge increase in e-com-

GLOBAL FOCUS |

Dutch Customs launches new simplified 
e-commerce declaration called VENUE to keep 
growing volumes of smaller shipments moving 
smoothly through Amsterdam Airport Schiphol

14 MM&D | September/October 2016

tive in the US and which investments to make—
including the training of employees—to meet 
demand. 

The speed at which companies can determine their 
strategies and adjust or reorient their operations to 
markets like the U.S. in high demand will be key to 
their success as exporters. Lessons can be learned 
both from the company insights in this briefing and 
from the industries that the research shows are 
already well poised to exploit opportunities in the 
shifting trade era—those that have invested in capac-
ity enhancements and R&D to fuel ongoing innova-
tions and to remain competitive.

Although the research may indicate that an indus-
try’s overall capacity is weak, companies within such 
industries can buck the trend and capture rising US 
demand. 

There is also hope for companies facing weak US 
demand. The same research shows that in a number 
of industries facing weak US demand, opportunities 
exist in other markets abroad. MM&D

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE US REBOUND, continued
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merce parcels. At Schiphol we are focused on ensuring we continue 
to provide a high quality, efficient service for our e-commerce 
customers and VENUE will help us to do just that.”

VENUE-authorized shippers are able to submit a pre-declaration 
leaving out one or more particulars, such as the Harmonised System 
(HS) code, and with goods valued at EUR22 or less requiring no 
supplementary declaration.

VENUE has significant advantages because generating HS codes 
can be time consuming and this innovative solution will keep cargo 
moving smoothly through Amsterdam, while simultaneously main-
taining efficient and reliable Customs clearance processes. Particulars 
are provided to Customs in a supplementary declaration of a periodic 
nature, reducing administrative time and costs for both Customs 
and the authorization holder.

“The rise in e-commerce is changing the supply chain and last 
year we saw an increase of 15 percent in Customs declarations, even 
though the volumes at Amsterdam remained stable,” said Alex 
(A.J.) Drost, AEO auditor at Dutch Customs.

The VENUE declaration will be available until Q3 2019. 
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RailRunner NA, Inc’s 
South Africa unit has 
signed a 20-year 

agreement with Transnet Ltd, South Africa’s 
state-owned transport company, to put 
RailRunner’s high-density bi-modal trailers 
into service on the Cape Corridor and other 
parts of Transnet’s 20,000-km rail system. 
RailRunner values the contract at US$400 
million in service revenues, and equipment 
sales by licensed third parties. The first use 
of RailRunner technology will be on the 

Liaoning Airport Management Group Co., Ltd—the owner of 
Shenyang Taoxian International Airport in north-east China—

has entered into a Strategic Cooperation Framework Agreement 
with HACTL Development Holdings Ltd (HDHL – the business 
development arm of Hactl Group) as a first step in developing the 
airport as a major regional cargo hub.

Shenyang Airport currently has one runway and one cargo terminal 
(a joint venture between the Airport, China Southern Airlines and 
Sinotrans). It is served by China Southern Airlines, Shenzhen 
Airlines, Beijing Capital Airlines, China Eastern Airlines and Spring 
Airlines, which have established their hubs at Shenyang.

In addition, China Postal Airlines and SF Airlines operates sched-
uled freighter services. 2015 cargo throughput was 142,000 tonnes—
up 2.7 percent from 2014.

The Agreement was signed by Liaoning Airport Management 
Group Co., Ltd Chairman Wang De Jia and HDHL Managing 
Director Tony Cho,

“We are delighted to be working with our friends at Shenyang on 
their exciting plans, and supporting their ambitious growth strategy. 
Cool chain logistics is an area of particular expertise at Hactl, and 
we have much experience and knowledge to share with our new 
partners,” said HDHL Chairman Mark Whitehead.

Although specific plans are yet to be agreed between the parties, 
Shenyang is known to be targeting the development of cool chain 
and pharma traffic—a sector with which Hactl has considerable 
experience, as Hong Kong’s first accredited GDP handler.

Shenyang Airport will devote its initial attention to market analysis, 
with any facility development targeted within next few years. HDHL 
is expected to fulfil a consultancy role, providing guidance on design, 
construction and operation of new facilities.

New Chinese  
air hub mooted

RailRunner to provide services in South Africa
1,400-km Cape Town to Gauteng line, tar-
geted for launch in 2018. 

Transnet and RailRunner (through its South 
African subsidiary RailRunner SA) are forming 
a joint venture to implement the new tech-
nology, providing a door-to-door transporta-
tion system spanning road and rail. Transnet 
has authorized another local company, a 
subsidiary of RailRunner South Africa trading 
as RNS, to provide local network services 
through Transnet. 

RailRunner’s unique trailer can carry stan-

dard shipping containers on rail lines or the 
highway, shifting quickly and easily from one 
to the other without the need for expensive 
cranes and the other equipment in a tradi-
tional intermodal hub. 

As importantly, the design of the RailRunner 
trailer packs the containers closer together, 
allowing for 20 to 40 percent more cargo 
on a given length of railcars. Yet the weight 
of the RailRunner trailer is less than a tradi-
tional flatcar, making for lower energy costs 
and carbon emissions.  MM&D
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It’s minus 18 Celsius at the frozen heart of Conestoga 
Cold Storage’s Mississauga, Ontario facility, but 

Gavin Sargeant, the company’s vice-president respon-
sible for automation, is warming to his subject.

He’s showing a shivering group of supply chain and 
logistics professionals, all members of IWLA Canada, 
the newest addition to the site, a brand new ASRS 
that’s just days away from start-up. And although 
there’s no product being stored in the towering rack-
supported building just yet, it is an engineering 
masterpiece.

The floor alone is a technical marvel with three feet 
of  perfectly level concrete overtop of layers of gravel 
that overlays heating pipes needed to prevent perma-
frost forming under the perpetually frozen floor and 
heaving the building. 

Conestoga is a family-owned cold storage and dis-
tribution operation founded in 1974. They offer ware-
housing, storage, blast freezing, case picking, and 
distribution services to the frozen food industry. The 
company prides itself on innovation and technical 
excellence. 

That’s part of the reason why this facility was devel-
oped in 10 phases from 1995 to the present, each adding 

By Emily Atkins 

16 MM&D | September/October 2016

Conestoga Cold Storage invests in technology 
to stay ahead of the competition

coldheart,

BIG   BRAINS

SAYS GAVIN SARGEANT.

we can 
run it 
like a sportscar

Constant  
upgrades to  
the operating 
software for the 
30,000-lb crane 
mean

new technology and sophistication—culminating in 
the ultra-efficient ASRS systems—in an increasingly 
competitive cold storage marketplace.

Conestoga’s president Greg Laurin explained in a 
pre-tour briefing for the IWLA group: “Automation 
makes sense for cold storage for many reasons,” he 
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said. “High land prices means going tall makes sense. 
High energy costs mean that the tall buildings are 
more efficient, and our biggest cost is labour, which 
we’ve been able to reduce by 70 percent because there’s 
nobody inside.” 

The automation is also necessary to manage growth 
that’s been about 20 percent per year for the past 10 
years, Laurin said. Overall, Conestoga has about 
140,000 pallet positions in both conventional and 
automated temperature-controlled storage.  

Another motivator for the company to stay ahead 

of the technology curve is customer demand. Already 
fully automated, with all orders coming through EDI 
and no paper trail, Laurin says customers request 
something new every day. The company offers batch 
number tracking, serial container number tracking 
(SSCC), GS 128 labels (for Loblaw), customized ship-
ping labels (a Walmart request), automatic email 
notifications and more. 

“It’s a challenge to drive it with software,” he says. 
“But it’s really a challenge to consistently meet the 

heart,

BIG   BRAINS

Top: The conventional storage 

building has 100-inch slots 

to accommodate customer 

requirements. 

Above: One of the 17 ASRS 

cranes runs along tracks inside 

the deep freeze building. The 

door on the left is a high-speed 

infeed / outfeed door. 

continued on page 18
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requirements of customers’ imaginations.”
There seems to be a fair amount of imagination 

inside the company as well, judging by some of the 
projects that are underway at present. Sargeant 
explained how they are working with Egemin 
Automation out of the US to implement fully auto-
mated trailer-loading AGVs. Trials are currently 
underway and Laurin says the technology “may be a 
way to bring automation to a conventional cold storage 
building.”

Another project is a unique method of loading pal-
lets into and out of the ASRS. The proprietary design 
is still under development and Sargeant—who designed 
it—requested we not describe it until it’s been opera-
tionally proven.

Conestoga has also built its own natural gas-pow-
ered generator that feeds energy back into the grid 
when it’s not required for the freezer operation. 

A firm grasp on industry trends and challenges is 

one of the reasons that Conestoga is an industry leader 
in the cold storage business. Laurin highlighted the 
three main pain points in his presentation.

He first cited labour costs and the difficulty of 
recruiting tech staff. Cold Storage is “not Google, not 
sexy” he says, but as a highly automated business they 
have a huge need for programmers. On the labour 
side as well, he noted there is constant pressure from 
organized labour trying to expand in what is a heavily 
unionized business.

The second major challenge is government inter-
vention. Too much regulation is “not beneficial to the 
employees or us,” he said. There is a significant cost 
associated with keeping up with regulatory changes, 
and the number of organizations the business must 
answer to is a significant source of frustration. 

The final challenge is the cost of energy. Recent 
Ontario hydro price increases are hard to pass along 
to customers, he noted.   MM&D

Snapshot: 

Five facilities in 

Mississauga and 

Kitchener, Ontario, 

Calgary, Alberta and 

two in Montreal, 

Quebec.

Mississauga is the 

largest with:

• 45,000 sqf, 80,000 
pallet positions and  

25 million cubic feet  
of storage space

• 100- and 120-foot-
high ASRS storage  

and 38-foot  
clear conventional  

cold storage

• 17 ASRS robots 
operating 24/7

• More than 300 
trailers and 400,000 

cases are handled 
every day

A worker brings a load down 

from the ASRS’s top outfeed 

door. Either door can be 

used for infeed or outfeed, 

although to save battery 

power infeed is usually 

performed through the 

bottom door.

Greg Laurin explains the dashboard display on the 

outside of the freezer. Managers throughout the 

company have the same dashboards on their devices. 
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In July the LCBO, Ontario’s liquor retailer, launched 
its e-commerce platform, with almost 5,000 

products. 
Customers can browse, buy and have their beer, 

wine and spirits delivered to any of the retailer’s 654 
local stores—for free—or to their home for a $12 fee. 
LCBO is committing to deliveries within two to three 
days to homes and four to 12 days to stores. Canada 
Post is handling the residential deliveries.

MM&D had a chat with Nick Nanos, LCBO’s acting 
senior vice-president, logistics/quality assurance divi-
sion, to find out how e-commerce will affect operations, 
and how it will evolve. 

The primary objective in the launch, Nanos says, is 
to leverage the LCBO’s existing supply chain (for more 
coverage of how this works, see MM&D’s November-
December 2015 issue, page 18, or online at www.
mmdonline.com/features/142871/).

What this means initially is fulfilling e-commerce 
orders directly from the flagship store on Cooper Street 
in downtown Toronto. There are about 4,000 products 
stocked in the store, he said, and another 800 to 1,000 
that are in the consignment warehouse immediately 
adjacent. 

By Emily Atkins

working 
the assets

This is allowing the LCBO to offer products online 
that are not sold in stores, opening up opportunities 
for new, smaller producers to reach their customers. 

Cross-docking in Durham
With an average of 250 trailers on the road every day, 
and about 475 store deliveries, with trucks going back 
and forth from the flagship store on Cooper Street to 
the main DC in Durham, it allows e-commerce prod-
ucts to be picked at the store and adjacent warehouse, 
then cross-docked at the DC and shipped out to stores 
very efficiently. The four to 12 day timing for orders 
depends on the individual store’s replenishment sched-
ule and product availability. 

The Canada Post orders are picked at the Cooper 
Street location and collected at the back door for deliv-
ery. Canada Post is not offering temperature-controlled 
deliveries at his point; Nanos notes that the SAQ in 
Quebec has been doing this for several years, also using 
Canada Post, and has not had any issues with product 
spoilage. The use of smaller delivery trucks on shorter 
runs mitigates the risk of the orders being exposed to 
temperature extremes.  

“We had those processes in place, we have the infra-
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This makes it a challenge for any 
logistics manager to come up with the 
means to manage stock and mitigate 
the proliferation of SKUs. “As my first manager used 
to say, ‘You don’t have rubber walls in that DC,’” 
Nanos laughs. “E-commerce solves that.” 

Efficient startup
Nanos also notes that the initial approach, of leveraging 
the systems, and capital equipment they already have 
has made the e-commerce experiment very efficient. 
The startup cost was $8.3 million, largely spent on IT 
development. 

As the experiment progresses, Nanos says, plenty of 
metrics will be assessed. Cost-per-case is a big one in the 
DCs, along with cube utilization on the freight side. He 
also points out that expensive inter-store transfers—
where customers could have product in stock at one 
store expedited to another for them—will drop off, as 
the e–commerce system becomes the means for custom-
ers to access product that’s not immediately on hand.

While he’s clearly very pleased with the initial launch, 
Nanos points out that it will probably be up to three 
years before the LCBO really knows how big the 
e-commerce business is going to get. 

“We wanted to see how 
the e-comm sales were and 
how they are going to grow 
before we started investing 
in different technologies,” he 
says.    MM&D

The LCBO’s foray into e-comm booze sales

structure in place, we have the fleet in place going back 
and forth between the DC and stores,” Nanos says. “So 
it was a means of building a system that enabled us to 
leverage the supply chain to deliver. We’re very con-
fident that not only is that a good business decision 
from a efficiency perspective, it really does provide an 
endless aisle.”

A flagship in every town
Customers have reacted extremely well to that newly 
expanded choice. “Comments are coming in from 
people in remote areas saying ‘Oh my god, I now have 
access to all these craft beers that I never had in the 
past. I now have access to all these exclusive programs’,” 
he says. He likens it to almost having a flagship store 
in every community. 

Phase one is planned for the first 18 months, with 
up to 16,000 different products on offer by 2017. After 
that, Phase two will look at leveraging the organiza-
tion’s global reach, taking advantage of its network of 
buyers and the constant flow of containers to avoid 
having to hold inventory. 

Nanos says customer access will increase tenfold 
without having to expand capacity in the DCs.   

As with any retail operation, the LCBO faces the 
challenge of dealing with SKU proliferation. And 
although Nanos notes that competition is not some-
thing people often associate with the LCBO—being 
the liquor monopoly it is—he says it is a competitive 
marketplace with consumers demanding “a wide variety 
of ever-changing products.” 

1
Customer orders products online

2
Staff at the Cooper Street store 

pick the order

3
Orders are packed in the store for 

pick-up by Canada Post for home 

delivery or by LCBO carriers for 

cross-docking to another store  

via the Durham DC

4
Cross-docking in Durham

5
Receiving orders for customer 

pickup at remote stores
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The NSLC story begins in the late 1920’s–when Nova Scotians 
voted in favor of retailing beverage alcohol. This movement 

paved the way for the establishment of the Nova Scotia Liquor 
Commission on May 1, 1930.

In 2001, the NSLC changed from a commission to a provincial 
crown corporation. Today, there are 106 retail stores and 60 agencies 
across the province, generating more than half a billion dollars 
annually. The Corporation is growing as well, with sales value and 
volume each up 10 percent over the past year.

Stores continue to evolve as new concepts for layout, customer 
service and merchandising are brought forward. The retailer uses 
exclusively Raymond trucks in its warehouse and works closely with 
Raymond sales and service Centre, GN Johnston, to optimize their 
facility.

Maintenance and management
The NSLC is especially proactive in protecting its biggest asset—the 
people. The corporation encourages all employees to take personal 
responsibility for themselves and the equipment they use to do their 
jobs. 

But managers still needed better insight into the daily activities of 
forklift operators to be able to support this, along with more infor-
mation that would allow them to make general warehouse decisions 
and improvements. 

They decided that a fleet management solution would help them 
keep track of how things were functioning, as well as offer opportu-
nities for savings in maintenance. 

After careful deliberation they decided on a solution from Raymond 
that would complement their fleet of lift trucks. The corporation 
wanted to receive alerts related to improperly performing equipment 
or equipment that has sustained damage, while features like custom-
izable startup speeds and records of service history aiding in reporting 
sold them on the solution. 

That solution was iWAREHOUSE, Raymond’s telematics system 
that can be installed into every lift truck in a warehouse. 

The system was installed on the warehouse trucks, allowing 
managers to collect and report on operational and maintenance 
data for their industrial vehicle fleets and operators. As an added 
bonus, the NSLC found that iWAREHOUSE helped managers keep 
track of operator certifications and helped ensure they were up-to-
date on training. 

Savings and accountability
The NSLC experienced immediate payback from the system, and 

was able to manage the warehouse’s equipment and operators more 
efficiently and effectively. Employees were even more accountable 
and responsible on their trucks, leading to a decrease in damage to 
equipment and racking in the warehouse. 

There was an immediate change in employee behavior when the 
system was implemented. Operators liked having the knowledge 
that the equipment was up-to-date on maintenance and would 
perform well. New employees embraced the ability to operate the 
equipment with their customized reduced speed, as did seasoned 
veterans who worked in their area. Managers were better equipped 
to provide a comfortable operating environment for their people 
and machines with a clear picture of exactly what was happening in 
the warehouse.

Soon after implementing iWAREHOUSE, the NSLC was looking 
to replace an older truck, but the telematics system reported that 
NSLC’s perception of the usage of the truck was much lower than 
the actual usage. As a result, NLSC elected not to replace it. 

“Buying a new reach truck would cost roughly 50 percent of 
iWAREHOUSE purchase price, while maintenance was equal to 
roughly five percent of iWAREHOUSE’s cost,” said Brad Doell, 
vice-president supply chain and procurement, NSLC. By helping 
NSLC make this more educated decision, the iWAREHOUSE imple-
mentation paid for 55 percent of itself. 

“Raymond delivers a world-class product that we’re now using to 
tap into the available data, ultimately improving our productivity,” 
Doell added.  MM&D

management

The NSLC fleet
• 26 end rider pallet trucks: Raymond Model 8400 end rider  
 truck for floor-level primary picking to process daily orders and  
 Raymond Model 8410 end rider pallet truck for low-level order  
 picking
• Three orderpicker trucks: Raymond Model 5600 orderpicker  
 truck for elevated-height order picking
• Six reach trucks: Raymond Model 7500 universal stance reach  
 truck for narrow aisle and high rack applications with camera for  
 greater visibility
• Two Swing-Reach trucks: Raymond Model 9600 Swing-Reach  
 turret truck to load pallets from the side for very narrow aisle  
 applications 
• Three counterbalanced trucks: Raymond Model 4200  
 counterbalanced truck and Raymond Model 4250 stand-up  
 forklift for bulky loads up to 5,000 pounds

ASSET
Nova Scotia’s liquor retailer benefits from 
warehouse lift truck fleet telematics
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As Canadians (and Americans) debate the 

TransCanada Energy East Pipeline linking Alberta 
to Montréal, Québec City and St John, New Brunswick 
or the Keystone XL pipeline feeding US Gulf Coast 
refineries also from Alberta, Belgians have built a 
unique pipeline in record time and with the full consent 
of the local population. But theirs carries beer, making 
it a more palatable prospect than crude.

On September 16th, a Belgian brewery, Brasserie 
De Halve Maan, inaugurated a beer pipeline crossing 
the historic centre of Bruges. This picturesque medieval 
town is famous for its canals and often billed the 
“Venice of the North”. It attracts over six million tour-
ists a year and is a Unesco world heritage site.

De Halve Maan are now transporting beer in this 
3,276 metre-long pipeline from the brewery, in the 
centre of the town, to the bottling plant on the outskirts. 
Construction took a little over 10 months at a cost of 
five million euros.

Designed by the Belgian company Denys, specialized 
in the oil and gas industry, the project incorporates a 
system that cleans and rinses the pipeline and maintains 

strict controls in order to guarantee the top quality of 
the precious liquid. The pipe has a diameter of 6.5 
centimetres and is made of high-grade plastic.

A long tradition 
The De Halve Maan brewery was founded in 1856, 
though there has been a brewery on the site since 1564. 
The brewery has been a respected part of the historic 
city centre of Bruges for hundreds of years and prides 
itself on brewing every single litre of its beer in the 
heart of Bruges.

By Christian Sivière

THE 

BEER

IN THE PIPELINE

Beer lovers listening to a member 
of the engineering team at the 

tunnel’s groundbreaking ceremony
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“At the moment our huge tankers have constantly 

to make their way through the narrow streets of 
Bruges,” said CEO Xavier Vanneste. “That’s no longer 
sustainable. This beer pipeline means that we’ll be 
able to remain in the city.” 

Intent on continuing this tradition, the owners devel-
oped the pipeline idea not just for cost savings but also 
for environmental reasons: they wanted to do away 
with their tank trucks delivering beer to the bottling 
plant across town up to five times a day.

Satisfying a thirsty crowd
In order to fund this project, the owners obtained a 
modest subsidy from the Flanders government. But they 
also developed an innovative crowdfunding solution, 
calling on beer lovers around the world to help fund it. 
This very successful effort raised 300,000 euros. For 220 
euros, contributors received a “bronze membership”, a 
75cl bottle of Brugse Zot Blond (the brewery’s classic 
best seller) every year, plus a personalized beer glass. 

An 800-euro contribution got you a case of the same 
premium beer every year and six personalized beer 

glasses. If you contributed 7,500 euros, you received a 
“premium membership” which included a lifetime, 
daily supply of the Brugse Zot Blond 33 cl format and 
18 personalized glasses. All contributors were naturally 
also invited to the inauguration ceremony.

A land where the beer flows like water
Now that the pipeline is operational, it delivers 4,000 
litres of beer per hour, equivalent to around 12,000 
bottles. The pipes generally follow the water supply 
network and are buried around two metres below the 
surface.  

This is apparently the first know beverage pipeline 
of this type in the world. In addition to reducing the 
number of trucks on the road, this project will no doubt 
be good publicity for Bruges, De Halve Mann Brewery 
and Belgian beer in general.

During the construction, it was rumoured that some 
citizens of Bruges were thinking of digging to tap into 
the pipeline and get a direct supply of free beer into 
the house, but these are only rumours and no such 
incident has been reported…so far! MM&D

AT THE MOMENT 
OUR HUGE 
TANKERS HAVE 
CONSTANTLY TO 
MAKE THEIR WAY 
THROUGH THE 
NARROW STREETS 
OF BRUGES,” SAID 
CEO XAVIER 
VANNESTE. “THAT’S 
NO LONGER 
SUSTAINABLE. THIS 
BEER PIPELINE 
MEANS THAT WE’LL 
BE ABLE TO REMAIN 
IN THE CITY.

BEER

IN THE PIPELINE

Photos above: The pipeline winds 

through Bruges’ residential zones 

and under arterial roads.
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The acronym “TEU” stands for “twenty foot equivalent 
unit” and is the standard for describing the capacity of 
container ships, terminals and ports.

The original Panama Canal project was started by France’s 
Ferdinand de Lesseps in January 1881, following the suc-
cessful completion of the Suez Canal in 1869. The project 
faltered and the United States took control, bought it from 
the French in May 1904 and completed it in 10 years. 

The Canal was opened to traffic on August 15th, 1914. 
It remained a US property until it was ceded to Panama on 
Dec 31st, 1999. The expansion project of the 102-year-old 
Canal, overseen and financed by Panama, took nearly 10 
years to complete and was carried out by an international 
consortium led by a Spanish company.

Investing to attract neo-Panamax
To prepare for the opportunities created by the Canal’s 

expansion, US ports have been investing billions of dollars 
to expand their facilities, in a race to accommodate the 
mega ships. 

In New York, for example, harbour navigation channels 
were deepened, and the Bayonne bridge, at the entrance of 
Newark Bay, is being raised. The project was touted as 
possibly “the most important and influential project related 
to modern day economics in the Northeast. Modern-day 
container ships may now enter the port fully loaded and 
safely,” said Col. David Caldwell, the Army Corps’ New 
York District Commander. 

“Completion of the harbour deepening project is a major 
milestone in our efforts to meet the needs of the region’s 
23 million consumers now and in the future,” said Port 
Authority Port Department Director Molly Campbell. “It 
culminates more than 25 years of work and $6 billion in 

ANALYSIS

By Christian Siviere
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Expanded Panama Canal  
to affect North American 

logistics flows
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The US $5.25bn expanded Panama Canal officially opened on June 26 this year, when the 9,472-TEU Chinese 

containership Cosco Shipping Panama made the inaugural 11-hour journey from the Atlantic to the Pacific. 

The new locks, which created a third lane of traffic for larger neo-Panamax ships, as they are called, more than 

doubled the capacity of ships transiting the Canal, from about 5,000 TEUs up to abound 13,000 TEUs. 

continued on page 29
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public and private sector investment to ready the port for 
the new generation of vessels, and will continue to support 
the 336,000 jobs and billions in economic activity the port 
generates.” 

The New York project will ensure that area businesses 
have easier and more affordable access to global markets 
with the completion of the Panama Canal expansion—and 
improve the shipping of goods to nearly 100 million 
American consumers living on the East Coast. 

Further south, The Port of Charleston is also deepening 
its harbour and building new facilities, the port of Savannah 
is investing in new cranes and an improved rail hub designed 
to take cargo from Panama transiting ships as far as Chicago.

Of course, other trades will benefit from the expansion 
as well, not just the container trade. An illustration of that 
is natural gas exports from the US Gulf Coast to Asia, as 
demonstrated by the transit of the Shell-chartered LNG 
(Liquified Natural Gas) carrier MV Maran Gas Apollonia. 
She sailed from Cheniere Energy’s Sabine Pass Louisiana 
export terminal in July and transited the expanded Canal, 
enroute to East Asia. This marked the first US natural gas 
export cargo ever gone through the Panama Canal.

The Panama Canal expansion was one of the biggest 
developments in maritime trade in years and it will affect 
the regional economics in the United States, and indirectly 
in Canada. The size and frequency of ships coming from 
Asia (and the West Coast of South America) into the US 
East Coast and Gulf Coast ports will increase. 

Going East
A good share of ocean cargo is expected to shift from West 
Coast ports (USWC) to East Coast ports (USEC). That’s 
because the wider Canal will make it cheaper to bring goods 
from Asia via all-water services to the East and to parts of 
the Mid-West, via East Coast ports. 

This will not only lower shipping costs but also improve 
the ecological foot-print, as transporting goods by boat 
over long distances creates less pollution and is more eco-
friendly than by rail and truck. It may also entice ocean 
carriers to introduce more “pendulum” services linking 
Asia to the East Coast, then across to Europe and back. 

The last couple of decades had seen US wholesalers and 

retailers build more and  more large distribution centres 
on or near the West Coast, redistributing goods East from 
there, via truck and rail. The disruptions caused by last 
year’s West Coast ports labour dispute had enticed traders 
to open DCs on the East Coast as well, spreading the risks 
and lessening their dependence on West Coast services. 

This benefitted areas like Georgia, Virginia and New 
Jersey. At the same time, ocean carriers began offering more 
all-water services from Asia to the US East Coast via the 
expanded Suez Canal and the Mediterranean, again to 
counter the risks caused by disruptions on the West Coast. 
The expanded Panama Canal offers yet another alternative 
and has already taken some market share away from the 
Suez route.

Feeling it in the core
Bigger ships, more frequencies and more options to serve 
the East from Asia will also impact the regions around 
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Louisville, Memphis, 
etc. as these Midwestern and Southern cities are significant 
regional distribution hubs and their surrounding areas will 
also be affected. 

The larger vessels may not have a direct impact on 
Canadian ports. They cannot be accommodated at the port 
of Montréal due to draft restrictions and it would not be 
economical to make such a detour. They may not travel up 
to Halifax either, except as part of a “pendulum” service to 
Europe. 

Transloading containers at US ports or Caribbean hubs 
and feedering them up to Canadian ports may become a 
new alternative. Other than that, it is likely that containers 
discharged from these mega-ships at New York or New 
Jersey ports, for example, would be trucked or railed up to 
the Québec and Ontario markets. 

Just as the centre of gravity of US supply chains may move 
slightly eastward, after having moved almost all the way 
west, the same is likely to happen on the Canadian side. This 
will no doubt affect distribution network design for industrial 
customers and brick-and-mortar retailers, whereas e-com-
merce develops slightly differently, being more centered 
around airfreight capacity enabling next-day deliveries.

Toll revenues from Panama Canal transits stood at 
$1.994bn in 2015, up 4.4 percent compared to the previous 
year and are expected to continue to rise, with the increased 
tonnage accommodated thanks to the expansion. Since the 
canal first opened in 1914 more than 815,000 vessels have 
transited the waterway. MM&D

EXPANDED PANAMA CANAL TO AFFECT NORTH AMERICAN LOGISTICS FLOWS, continued
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By Jim McMahon

Many industries—from food and beverage, to apparel, home 
furnishings, electronics and wholesale distribution—are in 

the midst of a supply chain evolution. The need to move less-than-
unit loads throughout the warehouse has become a critical and 
growing function. Bulk processing of product SKUs by unit loads 
has increasingly given way to the demand for a larger number of 
smaller quantity orders, with more varied packaging containers and 
just-in-time ordering requirements from retailers and consumers.

Retailers have reduced in-store inventories to make room for 
stocks of new SKUs, and to open up shelf space for these new prod-
ucts. This has pushed stores to place more frequent just-in-time 
orders to manufacturers, for smaller quantities of a larger number 
of SKUs, and with shorter lead times required for fulfillment. Storage 
requirements are being pushed back to the manufacturers and regional 
distribution centres (DCs), which are required to speed up their 
warehousing and distribution capability to keep up.

An increasingly larger percentage of mixed-SKU pallets, roll cages 
and dollies need to arrive at stores pre-sorted by aisles and grouped 
by product family. Such store-ready deliveries reduce in-store labour 
requirements and cut the time it takes to restock shelves.

Fast-turnaround, and time- and temperature-sensitive products, 
such as chilled and frozen foods and pharmaceuticals, require efficient 

handling with timely delivery, particularly in light of recently intro-
duced stringent track and trace requirements.

The impact of e-commerce on direct-to-consumer distribution 
continues the metamorphosis away from unit-load requirements. 
Its focus on high-volume, small-quantity orders, with the necessity 
to offer a tremendous number of SKUs to consumers, and delivery 
within a 24- to 48-hour window, or even same-day means DCs have 
to be able to move product through quickly, at the item level. 

Similarly, e-commerce retailers are leveraging their wholesalers 
to become shipping points for direct-ship to customers. Wholesale 
distributors are getting more pressure from large e-commerce com-
panies to become the fulfillment arm for many of their products, 
particularly slow-turning SKUs that an e-retailer would not want to 
carry in its distribution centre.

These factors are creating a steady, but radical shift away from 
traditional pallet-based, single-SKU loads, and more toward multi-
SKU layered pallets, single-case picks and small-quantity picking of 
individual products into totes, trays and crates. 

Automation flexibility
To manage this evolving and diverse distribution model, warehouses 
require automated systems to handle this throughput efficiently and 

cost effectively. They need systems with the flex-
ibility to adjust to market demands—like 
increases in SKU range and shortened lead times, 
and monitoring production batch expiration 
dates very quickly and accurately.

The key is automation flexibility. The right 
automation can be introduced to achieve 
improvements in product flow, order accuracy, 
labour allocation, facility size and operating costs.

The segment of the storage and distribution 
process that has been most affected by automa-
tion improvements, may well be the storage and 
picking of individual cases and small-quantity, 
mixed-SKU products into totes, trays and crates.

Fully automated and extremely efficient mini-
load automated storage and retrieval systems 
(AS/RS) have become a key component in 
addressing this market challenge. These systems, 
of various configurations and capabilities, 
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high efficiency
SMALL LOADS

Highly automated mini-load AS/RS have evolved to facilitate rapid and accurate 
throughput of increased numbers of SKUs and smaller order quantities.
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employ lightweight, high-speed cranes that are capable of handling, 
storing and picking individual totes, trays, cases and crates, enabling 
more streamlined storage and picking of smaller quantities of 
products. 

The storage and retrieval functions are completely automated, 
without the need for direct human intervention. Integrated with 
these mini-load systems is streamlined order processing and product 
tracking to ensure order accuracy, and better product integrity and 
safety. As result, high tote/tray/crate and case picking throughput 
in the warehouse environment can be achieved.

Mini-load systems optimize cubic space usage, not only through 
their vertical stacking capability, but also by minimizing aisle cubic 
footage. By eliminating the need for forklift trucks, aisles can be 
made significantly narrower. This space can then be used for more 
storage positions.

The most cost-efficient warehouses have achieved a high density 
of space utilization. This means they have a configuration that allows 
for the maximum number of storage positions to fit into the facility, 
optimizing the footprint.

Mini-load systems can be adapted to deliver a broad spectrum of 
capabilities. For example, inbound single-SKU unit-loads can be 
stored in high-bay pallet locations, then subsequently case picked 
by mini-load AS/RS cranes for picking replenishment, or individual 
cases can be automatically retrieved in any sequence to build custom-
ized loads. 

Inbound unit loads can also be automatically de-palletized, and 
the products stored directly by mini-load cranes into high-bay shelves 
within trays or totes, with subsequent automatic mini-load retrieval 
for picking or shipping.

The introduction of standardized storage and transport units—
which in many applications such as food processing enable a higher 
level of distribution efficiency—uniquely fit with mini-load configu-
rations. Fresh meat and dairy production, for example, utilize stan-
dardized plastic totes and crates for in-plant movement and short-term 
storage of fresh products. 

Mini-load systems are ideal for storing these date- and temperature-
sensitive products before they are shipped to stores. The mini-load, 
integrated to the facility’s warehouse management system (WMS), 
smoothly coordinates with the plant’s upstream production output, 
and downstream delivery to retail stores. The most successful fresh 
food product producers are embracing these new supply chain chal-
lenges with such automated systems. (For an example of an AS/RS 
operation see our story about Conestoga Cold Storage on page 16.) 

Faster and more flexible
As good as mini-load AS/RS are, they continue to push the perfor-
mance envelope to better meet the challenges of market demands. 
Some recently introduced versions of mini-load AS/RS have signifi-
cantly increased speed of order throughput, with precision accuracy. 
These newer systems provide very high throughput and cost-efficient 
distribution. They also deliver a higher density of storage capacity 
and increased flexibility.

Newer models are capable of extremely high speed operation—one 
example moves at up to 980 feet per minute (FPM) laterally and 590 
FPM vertically—and can carry moderately heavy loads. 

Modular designs mean the units can be adapted to many environ-
ments, and can be customized for single of double forks use. 

Modern mini-load cranes use integrated controls architecture for 
material flow control, enabling optimized speed and precision posi-
tioning. The controls instruct the cranes where to place incoming 
product, and where to retrieve it for picking. Direct integration to 
the WMS ensures that mini-load stacker cranes always select the 
correct inventory and item numbers, and rotate the product inven-
tory properly 

The system provides precise and efficient tracking of products 
because of its integration to the warehouse management system and 
ERP. The WMS, in coordination with PLCs in the mini-load cranes, 
is capable of monitoring batch numbers, production dates and weight 
as the product is stored and moved through the facility.

Many cranes are also designed for energy efficiency, with operating 
speeds dictated by demand in the DC to reduce consumption when 
things are slow. Some also use regenerative power, reclaimed from 
modules on the cranes. This allows that energy to be fed back into 
the main plant network, to be used on another operating crane, 
contributing to overall energy cost savings in the warehouse.

This latest generation of mini-load AS/RS maximizes supply chain 
efficiency by automating key processes from inbound goods arrival, 
through inventory storage, to fulfilling outbound shipping orders. 
Such integrated functions optimize storage, improved delivery execu-
tion and maximize labour resources. 

Total inventory transparency permits the warehouse to link every 
process in the supply chain, streamlining the flow of goods. MM&D
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This latest generation of mini-load  
AS/RS maximizes supply chain 
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MAXIMIZE IT

I have been pleasantly surprised and humbled at the 
amount of email I have received from readers over 

the last year. Many of your emails have centered 
around two very important areas: What are the dif-
ferences in the “perception” of IT in a Fortune 500 
company versus other companies, and how can the 
“value” of IT be increased in your organization. I am 
hoping that you may find some useful tidbits below 
on both of these topics. 

Being fortunate enough to work for some great com-
panies during my career, I can share my experience of 
how IT is conducted in a Fortune 500 company and 
how they differ from companies not on that list. It really 
comes down to scope: internal versus external. 

In most Canadian companies, IT is seen as an enabler 
and is focused internally. IT is a “service” that ensures 
employees have the tools to do their jobs effectively, 
have the data they need when they need it, and can 
access that data and other corporate tools from any-
where, and to do this at as low a cost as possible. 

This seems to be the standard IT setup for most 
non-Fortune 500 companies (I say ‘most’ since there 
are always exceptions.) This scenario makes sense 
since it fulfills the critical objective that an IT “service” 
organization has: keeping the company running effi-
ciently from a technology perspective. This is obviously 
very important, but it doesn’t have to stop there.

In the Fortune 500 companies I have seen, they also 
ensure all their employees have the tools to do their 
job and also have that inward focus with the objective 
of an efficient organization. However, the main dif-
ference comes into play when you look at how IT is 
used externally. 

Companies in this space view IT as a “weapon”, a 
tool to use in order to slice open the competition and 
gain an advantage that is ideally sustainable for years. 
These companies view IT as important to the potential 
revenue stream as any other business unit and even 
count on IT to help separate them from their competi-
tion in the minds of the customer. 

Great in theory, but what does this look really look 
like in practice? Typically, an IT initiative should 
answer a key business question that is part of the overall 
strategy. 

In a company I previously worked for, the business 
had a simple sales strategy: “Increase the time a sales 
rep spends with a physician during a ‘cold’ call.” There 

were reams of data that demonstrated more time with 
the customer meant more revenue. At the time, sales 
reps were using glossy information sheets to explain 
product information to the physicians during a meet-
ing that lasted an average of 30 seconds. 

IT saw an opportunity to help increase time with 
the physician by developing an interactive product 
presentation tool using a touch-screen laptop that 
would better engage the customer by allowing the 
customer to interact with the tool, answering ques-
tions based on case studies where they could see how 
their answers stacked up against their peers! We were 
able to leverage the new PC technology to dramatically 
increase the time in front of the doctor (up to five 
minutes!) with segmented product presentations. The 
result was a significant increase in revenue, using IT 
as a catalyst.

Lastly, with an “external” focus, most (if not all) of 
the initiatives in Fortune 500 companies are customer-
centric versus company-centric which is why they have 
such a large effect on the revenue and can drive business 
growth. 

The second question I am asked frequently is about 
increasing the perceived value of IT in your organiza-
tion. This comes down to one word: Partnership. If 
the business units see IT as an active partner that is 
invested in their success then your IT stock will start 
to rise quickly. 

But how do you create that partnership? You under-
stand the business unit pain points at the ground level 
and develop solutions that directly address those areas. 
As I have mentioned in previous articles, participating 
in business strategy and planning sessions will help 
IT understand what is important to the business units 
which will allow IT to create solutions that address 
real needs and not needs perceived by IT. 

Too many times IT goes off on its own and creates 
what it feels is a killer application for the business 
(usually at a significant cost) only to find out that it 
totally misses the mark. By understanding the real 
needs—and creating solutions that target those 
needs—will help you create strong partnerships which 
will serve to increase the value of IT significantly and 
quickly!

If you have any other inquiries, please feel free to 
drop me a line and I will do my best to get back to 
you. MM&D
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s a professional recruiter I’m always meeting with 
people who are looking for new positions. In 

some cases they are employed. However, often they’re 
in between positions and seeking a new role. Some 
who are in the early stages are clearly taking a relaxed 
approach, confident they’ll be re-employed soon.  

Others, who have been through a series of interviews 
and come up as “second choice,” begin to take the 
search more seriously. And then there are those who 
are extremely concerned. For whatever reason they 
just can’t seem to land a new job, even though they’ve 
been interviewed multiple times. There is not a week 
that goes by that I’m not amazed at some of the high-
quality résumés I see from people who remain unem-
ployed. No doubt it’s a sign of our tough economy and 
an indication that even a great résumé and strong 
references are not a guarantee.

If you find yourself in this situation, experiencing 
high levels of stress, getting weary from the search, 
beginning to believe that networking won’t work, I 
have a question for you: What would happen if every 
day you absolutely resolved to make just two more 
calls? That’s two more after your mind has said: “I’m 
done for today, tired and spent. The rest can wait till 
tomorrow.”

A close friend of mine, Michael, has put this disci-
plined practice into place for the last couple of years 
in his search for a new senior-level leadership position. 
He has a stellar résumé and outstanding experience 
within his industry. Having known Michael for 30 
years, I’ve always admired his determination in every 
pursuit and I’ve learned a great deal about discipline 
and hard work from him. 

As a recruiter, I believed he was the kind of person 
who should have had numerous opportunities to pick 
from. I remained continually surprised that he was 
still on the market. While on his search for a full-time 
senior-level position, he actively pursued and won 
several important consulting assignments, always keep-
ing busy and engaged. 

While we all know age isn’t supposed to creep into 
the discussion, let’s acknowledge that it certainly does; 
being over 60 is a significant part of Michael’s story. 
That said, he resolved that he would never turn the 
lights off in his home office without making just two 
more calls. Two calls to someone, somewhere in his 
network, to remind them of his search and keep his 
name in front of them—someone who knew someone 

who might be able to make a difference. 
Think of how difficult this becomes when no apparent 

success is at the doorstep. How many of us start to 
waver in our determination? In this particular instance 
the context is the job search. 

However, this attitude of making just two more calls 
applies in numerous areas in our lives, from work-
related goals to personal targets. I’m convinced that 
just as in the Olympics, success comes from absolute, 
unwavering determination in the training phase, well 
before the competition. It comes from that inner drive, 
that determination to never quit. 

As Winston Churchill famously said, “Never, never, 
never give up.”

Michael put this into practice and recently secured 
an outstanding new position in his industry where all 
of his experience and skill will be drawn upon. I have 
no doubt it’s going to be a spectacular win-win for 
both him and the company he’s joining. What a testa-
ment to strategic—and dogged—determination.

So whatever your challenge may be–searching for a 
new position, making those extra sales calls to secure 
a new account, or something more personal like achiev-
ing a fitness level that will improve your health, try 
challenging yourself with the principle of “just two 
more” every day. 

Regardless of how you feel, regardless of the negative 
voice on the other end of the line, regardless of your 
inner voice that says, “Let’s pack it in.” Just two more 
calls, and see if that pursuit you have, that goal you 
need to achieve, becomes a reality. MM&D
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As a woman with aboriginal ancestry and the prod-
uct of a working-class broken home, you could 

say I easily fell into the category of disadvantaged before 
I even entered the workforce. 

However, after wandering aimlessly in my late teens 
and early twenties, I finally went back to school and 
completed my Masters Degree in Social Work. I was 
certain I wanted to help others and facilitate change 
for those less privileged. 

Little did I know that my firm would one day be at 
risk of having the government assess our business as 
a violator of workers’ rights—simply because we pro-
vide temporary and contract staff.  

In the last 15 years there has been an increase in the 
flow of audits, inspections, assessments and orders for 
many members of the staffing industry. Some contin-
gent workforce providers are being seen as brokers of 
unfair working conditions and criticized for not pro-
viding “meaningful employment.” 

The labour-union-initiated Workers Action Center 
(WAC) is behind the efforts to discredit and demonize 
a legitimate working model for companies who require 
flexible staffing, consistent with changeable work vol-
umes. Being an employer is a risky business at the best 
of times. Now it’s more so, as many companies fear 
being exposed or punished for cases of wrongful dis-
missal, or non-compliance with the Employment 
Standards Act.  

The general public—armed with reports of unequal 
pay, unsafe work conditions, unfair treatment, inequal-
ity and lack of opportunity—now rallies on social media 
to tackle any organization accused of violating basic 
human rights. But they may not have all the facts. 

If you are an employer, you know that government 
intervention has created an increasing demand for 
accountability, specific training and awareness of dig-
nity and respect standards: a full complement of policies 
and procedures on workplace safety. 

Government has also made the common rule of 
respecting others into a legal battleground. Once a 
workplace situation has occurred and a conflict exists 
without remedial action, it opens the door to govern-
ment intervention heavily slanted to workers’ rights.  

All levels of government have put the onus on orga-
nizations to police their members to act in ways that 
protect and prepare individuals and groups against 
discrimination. The Ministry of Labour and agencies 
such as the Human Rights Commission are conducting 
full audits, assessments and investigations and issuing 

orders to ensure the necessary Occupational Health 
and Safety Act (OHSA) compliance exists.  

The rules are not just in place for large organizations. 
Once you employ more than six workers you are 
required to have a joint health and safety committee 
with a supervisor awareness program that includes 
training. You must keep records and provide proof 
that supervisors have taken competency training.  

Any disciplinary action can be challenged, and even 
when the employer has properly documented an 
employee’s behaviour and has a record of progressive 
disciplinary actions, the employer is not always pro-
tected when an employee decides to report a violation 
of his/her rights. 

In the last decade, many steps have been taken to 
augment the Employment Standards Act (ESA, c2000). 
These have forced employers to invest heavily in work-
place procedure guideline development, information 
awareness, audit preparation, incident prevention, 
workplace injury avoidance and respect and dignity 
training. 

They are worthy steps. But some of the challenges 
they put in the way of companies, as well as the increase 
in exposure and liability risks, have probably done more 
to prevent job growth for full time workers in traditional 
business environments than any other factor. 

As a direct result, companies are increasing the use 
of temp agencies to avoid potential damages and legal 
turmoil for all types of hiring.  

And now that temp agencies are the subject of more 
evaluation and scrutiny, many firms are seeing regular 
audits from the Workers Compensation Board, Ministry 
of Labour, the Human Rights Commission and other 
federal and provincial government agencies. 

Many people work through agencies, gaining the full 
benefit of competitive pay and stable employment—and 
the flexibility to adjust shifts and schedules—as they 
transition to permanent positions. The only way to 
attract top employees is to find them the best oppor-
tunities. Going into our third decade, we’ve recruited 
many strong performers, providing gainful employ-
ment and enabling legitimate, professional careers.

Temporary workers have rights and must be kept just 
as safe as all other employees. That’s non-negotiable. 

But holding employers up to an unrealistic standard, 
and tying their hands together with regulatory red 
tape, is not necessarily the way to ensure a healthy 
happy work force. My firm, for one, can’t help other 
people if it can’t help itself. MM&D

Tracy Clayson
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Refrigerated warehousing has a number of important 
differences from regular dry warehousing. These 

specialized needs touch all areas of the warehouse 
environment—the building, equipment and personnel.  

A good place to start is the warehouse building itself 
and the influence of various temperature ranges. As 
refrigerated warehousing is commonly associated with 
certain types of food storage and distribution, I will 
focus in this type of warehousing use.  

Refrigerated warehousing is divided into two broad 
categories: cooler warehouses are designed for above-
freezing temperatures and freezer warehouses are 
designed for below-freezing temperatures.     

As a rule of thumb, the colder the temperature ranges 
you wish to maintain, the more specialized the building 
and equipment. 

As you approach the freezing barrier for low-tem-
perature cooler warehouses (those that should maintain 
Fahrenheit temperature ranges in the lower thirties), 
recognize that many of the design characteristics for 
freezers are a good idea. One example is a heated floor 
because permafrost below the floor can also form at 
these temperatures over a prolonged period of time.

Note, as well, that refrigerated storage is found in 
all parts of North America and design (especially 
building) features will be different for buildings in the 
High Arctic as compared to those in Miami.    

Cooler buildings
I am going to divide cooler warehouses into two gen-
eral categories, chocolate coolers and low-temperature 
coolers (say for milk and meat products). 

Chocolate coolers in their simplest form are air-
conditioned warehouses that are designed to stay below 
a maximum temperature in the heat of summer. 
Because of the large areas that need to be cooled, 
supplemental cooling like economizers or roof misting 
maybe advisable in certain situations to reduce energy 
consumption.     

Economizer systems save energy by using outside 
air instead of refrigeration equipment to cool the 
building. Most commonly they take advantage of 
favourable weather conditions to reduce mechanical 
cooling by introducing cool outdoor air (usually at 
night) into a building. The term “free cooling” is used 
in the HVAC industry to describe savings achieved 
from a properly working economizer.

Economizers not only save energy, they also decrease 
wear on the air-conditioning unit and can postpone 

costly repairs. In early spring and late fall they can 
also be used to heat the building, using the same 
principle, prior to or after the onset of full winter 
lower temperatures.  

Generally a regular warehouse building can be used 
for an air-conditioned warehouse, although better 
insulation often gives a positive return.  

Low-temperature
Low-temperature cooler warehousing is similar to 
freezer warehousing, so I will look at them together.   

A freezer warehouse is divided into four sections:
• Incoming adjacent to processing plant
• Storage
• Combined cooler / freezer
• Incoming / Outgoing loading docks

For product in a processing plant the key issue is to 
cool it to the warehouse storage temperature.     

Two types of freezing processes are usually used. 
“Contact freezing” costs less to operate and operates 
with flat hollow plates or slabs through which cooled 
refrigerants are circulated. Food is placed in direct 
contact with the plates and is cooled.

“Blast freezing” (flash freezers) is common as well. 
Batch air blast freezers are mainly used for package 
products on pallets, as well as loose products. Both of 
these are done in specialized rooms. 

Construction requirements
When considering building construction for a freezer 
there are different needs for each component of the 
DC: floor, roof, walls, separation between freezer and 
cooler section, and loading docks (to be addressed in 
a later column). 

The floor in a freezer has a very unusual construction 
because it is heated beneath the floor. This is done to 
prevent the freezer envelope extending into the ground 
and forming permafrost beneath the floor.  

The first layer of the slab next to the ground is 
typically tubing through which is pumped warm glycol 
to warm the ground underneath the slab. A layer of 
polystyrene insulation is typically installed that provides 
a minimum approximate R-20 insulation value to 
insulate the floor. Finally the concrete slab is poured 
directly over the insulation. From an energy conservation 
perspective it is important to construct the freezer as 
small as possible and proper floor flatness is another 
important design characteristic. MM&D
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To be continued
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